
Testimonials

When I was struggling with English a lot, especially grammar, I was luckily assigned to his

class. 10 weeks after I studied with him and various ways he taught, I found that I had

changed a lot. Firstly, I became a person who would not consider English grammar confusing

and impossible to learn. Secondly, I felt confident when it comes to grammar. 

What is more, it was interesting that he did not use books to teach, but his own materials that

he made. The materials and the ways he taught made our class always think and even enable

us to teach others, which means we understood it 100 percent. Also, to teach others what we

have learned, students should be self-motivated. The class helped us to be self-motivated to

study as well.

So, I would definitely say these materials will help people improve their English skills

efficiently, not just during the course, but beyond. Sung Min, South Korea.

I remember the first lesson with Greg which began with the words: "English is not difficult".

I wanted to laugh because I studied English already seven months and still I wouldn't

understand grammar. However, only three lessons with Greg was enough that I finally

understood what I had a problem so far. I'm lucky that I could get to know him and very

grateful for the help. I would like again have lessons with him. 

Greg Byrne is a teacher full of passion and great knowledge of the English language.

It was a pleasure to have a teacher like him! Kinga, Poland.

It was a pleasure to meet you. I think you have been the best teacher I have ever had in my

life. I will never forget my grammar teacher in Perth. Claudia, Brazil

I learned many grammar points in Greg’s class very clearly. Many teachers always confused 

me and when I asked about the confusing stuff, they couldn't describe it properly. However,

Greg was different. His explanations were very clear and direct. Because he had lots of

proper knowledge. Although I didn't have many questions, when I asked him sometimes, he

exactly pointed out what I was confused and resolve the problem.

Also, he made me smile and enjoy learning. His class was not lame. I was very nervous at

first but as time went by, I was laughing with friends while learning lots of things. I think this

is the biggest different thing from Korean English education system. I hated learning English

when I was young but when I learned from Greg, I was always looking forward to it. Hyukki,

South Korea. 



I am a Korean. When I study in Perth Australia, I met a teacher Greg. I felt difficult in

grammar, writing and speaking. Greg taught me how can think just English sentence. Before

I met him, I thought I have to change Korean to English. But it was wrong. Greg let me know

how can I make sentence in my head. After I learned this, I could write and speak English as

well. He is amazing teacher. If you take his class, I'm sure your English skill will be good.

Good luck. NaEun, South Korea.

In the world, there are many different cultures and so that languages are very various.

Nowadays many people use English to communicate between other languages but English

structure is very different from some languages which is used in portion of Asia (e.g. Korea

and Japan). Therefore, exactly understanding each languages needs to make a lot of effort.

Particularly, it is not easy to teach students of such countries English. Teachers must teach

exact meaning of vocabulary and grammar and should make it easier and more

understandable.

I think Greg is a English teacher who matched the criteria above by teaching his fantastic

grammar and vocabulary. I studied English for a year in Perth. I remembered the first day I

took a class of Greg’s grammar on the 18th of November, 2014. He was a very pleasant

person and the class was very exciting. Above all things, I was very surprised that he

explained his grammar and vocabulary. It was so different to anything I had hitherto known.

Greg’s grammar was easier to understand rather than grammar in any textbooks. I liked and

enjoyed the grammar class. So I took Greg’s class three times until I graduated the language

school in May, 2015. I really appreciate his teaching because it helped me improve a lot of

ability of English and respect that he always try to explain how students can learn English

easily. Byeongcheol, South Korea.

I think your strongness really helped me to learn English easily. Cause YOU make

ENGLISH a language not a study. It makes me feel relaxed to learn English and I can do it

very easily. Namhyoung, South Korea

I greatly appreciated class with you as a teacher. Lessons were very interesting, funny and

full of examples for us to understand and learn English in the best way I love your passion

about it. Every new lesson was like a new adventure and every one was looking forward to it.

You were and are not just a teacher but also a good friend. Thank you. Rafal, Poland

Thank you for changing my thinking about English to easier. Nice to study English with you

Teacher!  Teerapat, Thailand

You are a person who performs his job with passion and that is really difficult to find

nowadays. I’m really happy to have met you because I was finally able to have a strong base



in English. I tell you again, with people like you, everyone could speak English and they

would do it with passion. Angel, Chile

Thank you for everything! If I hadn’t met you, I wouldn’t have understood grammar. I should

have met you earlier. You taught us how to think in English and it’s the most important thing

to learn English. Besides that, you are a very good and funny teacher. I will never forget you.

Elvis, Hong Kong

I am a Korean. My English was really poor before I met my teacher Greg. He was my

Elementary class teacher. But I have improved a lot of my English since I met him. And now

I am studying at university in Sydney. I would like to say thanks for teaching me. I really like

his passionate and funny class. I am pretty sure that he is one of the best teachers in my life.

Taeyun, South Korea.

I would like to say THANK YOU for teaching me to think in English. It was a pleasure to

meet you and I enjoyed this time with you. The world needs more English teachers like you.

Tais, Colombia

You are the best teacher ever. . .  If I hadn’t met you, I wouldn’t have learned and understood

that grammar could be so much fun. You made it easy. Thank you for teaching us and for

being the person you are. Sebastian, Brazil

You made a difference in my learning. You are a great teacher and a very nice person! Lucas.

It was a pleasure to meet you. You are one of the best teachers that I’ve ever had. Thank you

very much for teaching us and for being so nice. Ingrid, Colombia

"Thank you very much Greg!! In your classes really we can learn at every second and they

always are a lot of fun!! Robson, Brazil

"When I need to tell a story, I can use a strategy such as 'set the context' using past

continuous, 'start/tell the story' using past simple and 'look back for a reason' using past

perfect. I think these tips . . . were really important for me because I had never thought about

or learned them before. Sandro, Brazil

In my opinion Greg is the best English teacher that I know. I think his secret is motivation, I

mean that Greg is motivating learners in all of his class. He always maintain the fire, the

passion in learners the way him talk and make sentences. 



Also, as a teacher, Greg always make sure that you have a lot of fun while learning English. I

really love it. I am sure that I was really lucky guy to learn English with Greg so I cannot say

thank you enough. Javier, Colombia

Greg is inspiring teacher. His teaching style is really impressive. He always try to renew his

teaching method and it inspires me with his passion for English. He help me see the English

differently, motivating me to try harder.

Especially, he teaches me grammar very specific and also with fun. That was really great.

You are the best teacher who I know. Thanks again Greg! Woo In, South Korea.

I was a student in Kaplan language school. Since I reached some English levels, I was a bit

frustrated with my English because even though I studied English for few months really hard,

it wasn't improved. I know just few months are not long enough to learn something but I had

no idea what I had to do. 

And then I had been thinking to give up studying English before I met Greg. One day Greg

came to my class to teach us English. When the class was started, my class mates and I

opened a book as same as we did everyday but Greg said close the book. We thought we

heard wrong but it wasn't. Because he was going to teach us with his own teaching skills

without books which is different with other teachers. His teaching skills were totally different

with normal way and it made us want to study English and also when I was studying with

him, it wasn't boring. It was fun. How can students have fun in the class? If you join his class,

you will know why and how. It's just amazing. 

After I met Greg, my English improved a lot specially grammar. Actually it's still not good

enough but if I compare to before and after I met him, it is improved a lot.

These days I'm thinking to study English again and thinking joining in his class again

because whoever asks me who is the best teacher in my life doesn't matter what kind of

majors, I definitely will say Greg is the best. DoHyeoung, South Korea.

Greg's teaching and lecture style may be interesting for Asian people. Because most of Asian

people learn English formally for entering a university, not interestingly. However, Greg

made me have interest in learning English through his own style. So I sincerely recommend

him and his video lecture for good ability to study english!! Jaehyun, South Korea

In 2011 I joined an advanced English course in Perth. Here I was lucky enough to meet an

exceptional teacher GREG BYRNE. Everyday in the classroom he helped us to learn English

with his incredible passion for teaching and his love for the English language. What I know



today I owe to his passion and his helpful advice as well as his grammar which I kept

jealously. Thank Greg! Cristiano, Italy

When Greg is teaching, he always tries to find efficient ways that students can understand

more easily. For example, he uses visible charts or diagrams to memorize and understand

what is difference between similar things. Also he uses many sort of facilities such as movie,

youtube and website. When students use wrong English, he corrects them soon. He explains

repeatedly about the parts that students are most confused with his humor. So students never

feel bored or think that is waste of time. All my classmates were happy to learn from him. I

have had more confidence using English since I learned English from Greg Byrne. He has a

large stock of knowledge and experiences of teaching English. I definitely can say that he is

the best English teacher I have ever learned from.

Rieko Korematsu


